### PENNSYLVANIA ANTHRACITE COAL:

| TYPE OF COAL AND WORK LOCATION | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCCURANCES | FATAL OCC!